Eeton Garinim
Whole Class Sessions
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Story
Messages

This morning the children wrote their news and stories explaining what
they had done over the weekend. They tried to extend their sentences
using ‘and’ or ‘because’ to explain why they had done something and give
more detail.
This afternoon we thought about which coins we recognised and tired to
find them all in the Tzedakah jar.
Water tray and pipes, Mud kitchen, wooden blocks, glass beads and
tweezers, butterfly pictures,
Today the children revised some single letter sounds, we then read
words using these sounds and tried to decide if they were real words or
not. Finally we played a sentence substitution game, swapping words into
a sentence but trying very hard to make sure it still made sense.
Review of all animal vocabulary learnt so far. Parpar-butterfly
Katie in London
Please remember your child’s hat and suncream as the weather gets
warmer, thanks!
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